
Analytics Solutions That Deliver True Insight  

Transforming Analytics Insight Into Real-World Solutions  

At InOutsource, we implement insight for our law firm customers, addressing a broad range of issues  

including business development, risk management, cost control, and BI/performance analytics. 

 

How We Work 

Working closely with you, our Data and Analytics (DNA) practice offers strategic advisory, expert consulting  

and tailored solution development services — all focused on enabling firms to most effectively distill their 

data to make better informed decisions and then put those decisions into practice operationally. 

 

Problems We Solve & Projects We Execute 

Developing Analytic Solutions 

 Producing and delivering data visualizations and reports 

 Implementing solutions in areas including: new case filing 

alerts, lateral analytics, disposition/cost containment, client 

engagement, firm profitability and matter intelligence 

Implementing Analytics Software 

 Deploying analytics tools based on specific firm needs 

 Configuring solutions to address data integration, access 

and security controls and other firm requirements  

Improving Data Architecture and Governance 

 Defining an enterprise data strategy, employing best  

practices including master data management 

 Assisting with data cleanup, data integration, and other 

critical data architecture projects 

Delivering Training and Developing Internal Skills 

 Offerings introductory and advanced analytics and data 

science education to internal firm resources 

 Providing custom training, tutorials and ongoing support, 

based on specific client requirements and needs 



The Tools We Use 

Delivering both pre-built and custom solutions, our team leverages best of breed tools. We provides firms 

with a centralized, standardized path to greater levels of visibility and control — all accessed and managed 

through intuitive, secure interfaces they can easily adopt, integrate into internal processes, and extend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Potential We Offer 

We welcome opportunities for exploration and experimentation. Which is why we frequently work with clients 

to design and develop custom solutions that push technical boundaries and test limits. So if you have visions 

of an analytics future you’d like to achieve, we’re ready to help you make it a reality. 

Industry-leading global consulting firm InOutsource is dedicated to resolving the unique challenges faced by 

law firms. InOutsource empowers clients to streamline processes and improve performance. The company 

encourages firms to transform data assets into actionable insights to uncover opportunity. With a focus on 

information governance, InOutsource reduces risk and enables its clients to leverage information to drive 

strategy. For information visit: www.inoutsource.com 

 
Data Integration: Leveraging industry-standard cloud integration services to connect any  

software application or data source — quickly and easily. 

 
Data Science and Machine Learning: Making predictive analytics more accessible, with 

powerful machine learning, data science, and data quality tools. 

 
Analytics Insight and Innovative: Experts in a broad range of standard analytics tools, we 

take a technology-agnostic approach to apply the analytics solution best matched for client needs. 

http://www.inoutsource.com

